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Robotics (mobile robotics, theoretical foundations), arl!fi· 
cial intelligence (searching, learning, image understand-
ing), and algorithms (computational geometry). 
Research Descriptions 
The maJor objective of my research 1s to investigate funda-
mental theories in autonomous mobile robotics. Since 
autonomous self-contained robots have complete freedom 
in motion, the topic is fundamentally interesting in robot· 
1cs and Al. Furthermore, there are tremendous opportuni-
ties for such robots to perform practical tasks in the real 
world. We test and evaluate our theories on the Autono-
mous Indoor Mobile Robot Yamab1co- I I. Our research 
activities cover abstract mathemaucal models, intelligent 
algorithm finding, software development, and hardware 
construcll on. 
Specific topics we have been investigating include: a 
smooth vehicle tracking algori thm. sonar interpretation. 
rigid body motion planning. automated cartography, vehi-
c le control by a steering function. a high-level mobile 
robot language MML, a real -time hardware/software 
architecture for mobile robots. motion planning for ar. 
autonomous underwater velucle. :mJ fast gait planning for 
an undcf\\ ater walking rohot 
Relevance to DoN/OoD 
The current trend in military apphc1t1ons 1s to accompli sh 
the required missio n with a minimum loss of life. Conse-
quently, many government-sponsored e fforts am undcn 1 a: 
for building systems for lighting fir.:s, handling am 111un 1-
t1on. transporting material, condudmg untlcn\ atl!r search 
and 111spcclion operations, and oth.:r dangerous tasks n<>11 
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performed by humans. One example of a useful naval 
applications is a robot thal inspcclS tan.ks, voids and other 
dangerous spaces on board a military ship. Another is a 
robotic mine sweeping capability. Due to the worldwide 
proliferation of conventional weapons, most notably 
mines, small coastal countries can easily control sea lanes 
by sowing a small number of easily obtained underwater 
mines. Although mines are relatively cheap to buy and 
plant, they arc expensive and dangerous to find and 
remove. Manned, wooden hull minesweepers can only 
clear a small number of mines per unit ome, arc expensive 
to operate, and arc a limited resource. 
The Yamabico- 11 project conducts basic research in the 
field of autonomous mobile robotics. Officer students al 
the Naval Postgraduate School enhance their graduate 
education with their "hands on ' experience of a real auton-
omous research robot 
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